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Patent holders are increasingly making voluntary, public
commitments to limit the enforcement and other
exploitation of their patents. The best-known form of
patent pledge is the so-called FRAND commitment, in
which a patent holder commits to license patents to
manufacturers of standardized products on terms that
are “fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory.” Patent
pledges have also been appearing in fields well beyond
technical standard-setting, including open source
software, green technology and the biosciences. This
book explores the motivations, legal characteristics and
policy goals of these increasingly popular private
ordering tools.
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This book constitutes the proceedings of the 18th IFIP
WG 8.5 International Conference on Electronic
Government, EGOV 2019, held in San Benedetto del
Tronto, Italy, in September 2019, in conjunction with the
IFIP WG 8.5 IFIP International Conference on Electronic
Participation (ePart 2019) and the International
Conference for E-Democracy and Open Government
Conference (CeDEM 2019). The 27 revised full papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 64
submissions. The papers are clustered under the
following topical sections: E-Government Foundations; EPage 1/7
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Government Services and Open Government; Open
Data: Social and Technical Aspects; AI, Data Analytics
and Automated Decision Making; and Smart Cities.
This book provides a comprehensive guide to procuring,
utilizing and monetizing intellectual property rights, tailored for
readers in the high-tech consumer electronics and software
industries, as well as technology startups. Numerous, real
examples, case studies and scenarios are incorporated
throughout the book to illustrate the topics discussed.
Readers will learn what to consider throughout the various
creative phases of a product’s lifespan from initial research
and development initiatives through post-production. Readers
will gain an understanding of the intellectual property
protections afforded to U.S. corporations, methods to proactively reduce potential problems, and guidelines for future
considerations to reduce legal spending, prevent IP theft, and
allow for greater profitability from corporate innovation and
inventiveness.
On cover: IPCS International Programme on Chemical
Safety. Published under the joint sponsorship of the United
Nations Environment Programme, the International Labour
Organization and the World Health Organization, and
produced within the framework of the Inter-organization
Programme for the Sound Management of Chemicals (IOMC)
In Myke Cole’s latest high-octane, action-packed military
fantasy, the fate of undead Navy SEAL James Schweitzer will
be decided—one way or another... The Gemini Cell took
everything from Jim Schweitzer: his family, his career as a
Navy SEAL, even his life. Hounded across the country,
Schweitzer knows the only way he can ever stop running, the
only way his son can ever be safe, is to take the fight to the
enemy and annihilate the Cell once and for all. But the Cell
won’t be easily destroyed. Out of control and fighting a secret
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war with the government it once served, it has dispatched its
shadowy Director to the far reaches of the subarctic in search
of a secret magic that could tip the balance of power in its
favor. Schweitzer must join with the elite warriors of both
America and Canada in a desperate bid to get there first—and
avert a disaster that could put the Cell in control.

In recent years, business leaders, policymakers, and
inventors have complained to the media and to Congress
that today's patent system stifles innovation instead of
fostering it. But like the infamous patent on the peanut
butter and jelly sandwich, much of the cited evidence
about the patent system is pure anecdote--making
realistic policy formation difficult. Is the patent system
fundamentally broken, or can it be fixed with a few
modest reforms? Moving beyond rhetoric, Patent Failure
provides the first authoritative and comprehensive look at
the economic performance of patents in forty years.
James Bessen and Michael Meurer ask whether patents
work well as property rights, and, if not, what institutional
and legal reforms are necessary to make the patent
system more effective. Patent Failure presents a wide
range of empirical evidence from history, law, and
economics. The book's findings are stark and conclusive.
While patents do provide incentives to invest in research,
development, and commercialization, for most
businesses today, patents fail to provide predictable
property rights. Instead, they produce costly disputes
and excessive litigation that outweigh positive incentives.
Only in some sectors, such as the pharmaceutical
industry, do patents act as advertised, with their benefits
outweighing the related costs. By showing how the
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patent system has fallen short in providing predictable
legal boundaries, Patent Failure serves as a call for
change in institutions and laws. There are no simple
solutions, but Bessen and Meurer's reform proposals
need to be heard. The health and competitiveness of the
nation's economy depend on it.
Commentary on Industrial Disputes Act, 1947.
When the colorful western prospectors had made their
strikes and moved on, they left behind them another,
lesser known breed of men, the hard-rock miners. For six
decades these men followed mining opportunities into
the boom towns of the intermountain West and gouged
from the depths of other men's wealth. In mines ranging
from prospect holes to underground extractories, they
picked and blasted, sometimes in shifts of twelve hours,
and found not only ore and minerals but also lungdestroying dust. Working by candlelight in ill-ventilated,
narrow, and often sweltering depths, they courted
dangers from fire, gas, subterranean water, and caveins. Management's interest in high productivity and
profits often jeopardized miners' needs for a living wage
and job security. Above ground they lived in communities
like Cripple Creek, Goldfield, Bisbee, and Leadville,
communities that were western yet urban. There they
faced the rigors of a rugged climate, frontier scarcities,
and ramshackle housing. But they relieved their
hardships with their own brand of entertainment: rockdrilling contests that were to the miner what rodeos were
to the cowboys, practical jokes, traveling show troupes,
and social gatherings.
First published in 1981, The Battle for Butte has remained the
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best treatment of the influence of copper in the political
history of Montana. "Fine history: rich in detail, full of finely
drawn people, masterfully clear where the subject matter is
most complex, constructed to preserve something of the tone
and atmosphere of the age."-American Historical Review
In Comparative Patent Remedies, Thomas Cotter provides a
critical and comparative analysis of patent enforcement in the
United States and other major patent systems, including the
European Union, Japan, Canada, Australia, China, South
Korea, Taiwan, and India.
Education tax credits were introduced as a new subsidy for
higher education in 1997 and have cost, on average, $4.6
billion a year in lost tax revenue since their enactment. The
introduction of the Hope Credit and the Lifetime Learning
Credit marked a dramatic increase in education spending
through tax expenditures. Prior to 1997, tax incentives for
higher education expenses totalled less than $2 billion in
estimated lost revenue. The education tax credit program
expanded the number of federal agencies involved in
education policy making and increased the complexity and
cost of administering the income tax system. This book
provides analysis of the education tax credit program in the
context of issues facing Congress in regard to higher
education. This report begins with a review of the economic
rationale for subsidising education, then describes federal
subsidies for education in general and the education tax
credits in particular. An analysis of the education credits
follows and the report concludes with a discussion of
education tax credit policy options. The Taxpayer Relief Act of
1997 established two permanent federal income tax credits,
effective since tax year 1998, for qualified post secondary
education expenses -- the Hope Scholarship credit and the
Lifetime Learning credit. The Economic Growth and Tax
Relief Reconciliation Act of 2001 created a temporary higher
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education tax deduction beginning in 2002. The Hope credit
was introduced to help ensure that students have access to
the first two years of undergraduate education. The Lifetime
Learning credit and tuition and fees deduction provide
support for students in any year of undergraduate and
graduate study; they are unique in that they are available to
individuals taking occasional courses. Only one of the three
tax benefits may be taken in the same tax year for the same
eligible student's qualified expenses. Key features of the
credits and deduction dictate who the provisions benefit and
the value of assistance they confer. Among these are the nonrefundable nature of the credits (i.e., persons must have
income tax liabilities and the liabilities must exceed the
maximum amount of the credits in order to claim their full
value), the deduction's availability whether or not taxpayers
take itemised deductions, and the statutory limits on benefit
amounts and on taxpayers' income. Accordingly, middle-and
upper middle-income individuals are the targeted
beneficiaries of these tax incentives. All three benefits apply
to the tuition and fees required for enrolment that are not
offset by grant aid (e.g. qualified scholarships) and other tax
benefits (e.g. Coverdell Education Savings Accounts and
Section 529 Plans). The Hope credit has had a maximum
value of $1,500 per student since its inception; the Lifetime
Learning credit, $2,000 per return since 2003.
Santa Fe Police Chief Kevin Kerney is back in the tenth and
most entertaining novel in Michael McGarrity's acclaimed
mystery series. After years away on the pro rodeo circuit,
Johnny Jordan struts into Santa Fe to ask his boyhood friend,
Santa Fe Police Chief Kevin Kerney, to serve as a technical
advisor on a contemporary Western movie to be filmed along
the Mexican border. Kerney agrees and plans a working
vacation on location, in a remote area of the state known as
the Bootheel, with his wife, Lt. Colonel Sara Brannon, and
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their three-year-old son, Patrick. But, a dead man on the road
near an isolated border crossing, a federal undercover
investigation into immigrant smuggling, the search for a
fugitive from military justice hiding somewhere in Europe, and
Johnny Jordan's troublesome behavior all ensure that nothing
goes as planned. As separate investigations embroil them in
circumstances that will forever change their lives, Kerney
must care for Patrick while Sara plays a dangerous game of
Pentagon politics. Packed with family secrets, international
intrigue, and memorable characters, this is McGarrity's most
ambitious and involving novel to date-- traveling an
accelerating arc from Santa Fe to the desert grasslands and
mountains of the Bootheel, to the most secret levels of the
Pentagon, to a resort town on the coast of Ireland, and back
to an adrenaline-charged climax on a desolate landing strip a
few miles north of the Mexican border.
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